
HOW TO WORK WITH BRAIN-DEAD, NAIVE, EASILY MASS
MANIPULATED MILLENNIAL'S 

 

 

I Walk Among Liberals. (whatever)

 llliilliilll

Where I work, there’s a need to know popular culture, books and
popular electronics. It’s also a hive for numales, soyboys, blue
haired warnings with weights that should be impossible,
tattooed up women trying to compensate for bad childhoods,
addicts, boomers thinking the world revolves around them and
more. Indeed the wonderful world of retail.

I can’t stand my coworkers. I blend in well enough and they all
know not to politics with me as I’ve readily said times almost up
on this planet and that we live in clown world. Here are some
absurdities I’ve heard.

They all love Black Panther. They all thought Marvel Endgame 2
or whatever was fantastic. They love Funko pops. They buy video
games with no interest in playing them. Just to show them off.
They love Netflix and the original programming.

What’s interesting to me is they are quick to judge others. Quick
to cast out people they don’t feel fit. Easy to manipulate. They all
move as a flock.
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My goal is to disconnect people. It’s hard to do when they will
realize that all pop culture, all they hold dear, is nothing but a
facade meant for control. Meant to placate.
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Sort: Top
[–] Diom3Mind 41 points (+41|-0) 11.6 hours ago 

I like to play dumb and ask normies rhetorical questions about
certain political / pop-culture topics. When they regurgitate the
generally predicable leftist response, parley with more questions
that makes them "discover" the truth for them-self. Try and avoid
combative arguments and telling people "how it is". Most people
don't like being told what to think and that is why pop-culture
can be so attractive since it's easy to like while being naive. Also,
I don't think when you say "that all pop culture, all they hold
dear, is nothing but a facade meant for control" is entirely
accurate. Most pop-culture is has been VERY heavily injected
with satanism meant not to control but to dilute, corrupt and
eventually destroy (It's been pretty successful) modern society.

link

[–] Delacourt 15 points (+15|-0) 10.9 hours ago 

I like to play dumb and ask normies rhetorical questions
about certain political / pop-culture topics. When they
regurgitate the generally predicable leftist response, parley
with more questions that makes them "discover" the truth
for them-self. Try and avoid combative arguments and
telling people "how it is". Most people don't like being told
what to think and that is why pop-culture can be so
attractive since it's easy to like while being naive.

This is an excellent strategy. There really needs to be a subverse
for detailed techniques on how to redpill people.
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link
parent

[–] waterniggas 12 points (+12|-0) 8.1 hours ago 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socratic_method

link
parent

[–] BlackSheepBrouhaha 5 points (+5|-0) 7.7 hours ago 

I've had success at parties demonstrating that the means to earn
a living is a gesture you do with your body, like a prostitute, a
slave, or a worker. Because it costs time and effort to force you
to do things, and they can't steal your work, they steal it the
moment it becomes fungible, when it's converted to currency. If
you can't own my body, you can't own what I do with my body,
and you can't own the fruits of what I do with my body. Yet they
can't, not because they deserve it, but because they stole it.

I essentially ask people, at what point exactly is my body not
mine?

link
parent

[–] ShakklezthaKlown 2 points (+2|-0) 5.6 hours ago 

Yeah. We all do this ffs. Can we stop regurgitating the same
fucking topics every day? Jesus fuck.
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[–] obvious-throwaway- 6 points (+6|-0) 9.6 hours ago 

Play dumb. Say that someone said something to you and it really
bothers you and try to get their opinion on it. Then make them
justify to your why the strawman argument you created is
wrong. For example, "some idiot actually asked me how many
people I thought should be allowed into the United States and I
said all of them. He then laughed at me and told me that there
are over 5 billion people living in poverty, and how many did I
think the United States could handle. It does seem like a lot but I
couldn't answer him as to how many should be allowed to come.
I'm going to run into him tomorrow, what should I tell him?"
Something like that but well thought out. Get them to defend
arguments that have no logical outcome.

link
parent

[–] Diom3Mind 7 points (+7|-0) 8.6 hours ago  (edited 8.5 hours
ago)

Your on the right path but you have a few flaws that I need to
point out. First, possibly most important, is that you engaged the
person based on the premise that something really bothers you.
This places the objective at helping your emotional response and
NOT on red-pilling your target. Think of it like a child asking
something. The perception of nativity is critical. If you are red-
pilling someone it is because they have wrapped themselves in
comfortable lies, they live in an illogical world. You are getting
them to peel the lies off them-self to expose their own stupidity.
Again, i'll say it, the perception of nativity is critical, you should
be amazed and intrigued by their truthful answers yet still be
able to inquire your way back to the truth when they attempt to
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shovel their lies onto you. Let me give you an example with my
last point. Democrats want open borders so your red-pilling
would have stopped at "all of them.". So probably would of
worked better if you said something like "Man I don't know what
the big deal with the boarder is, there's only like....actually I don't
know how many people live south of the border, do you?" You
get your answer you move to "Well geewiz golly, that's a big
number, I guess I could live with 100 times more people
everywhere in america but do you think that's good for the
environment?" or being forced to leave their own country or
whatever these self righteous retards care about. If they lie to
you. Don't call them on their bullshit, that's combative. Instead
act like your mind is blow by their answer, so blown in fact that
it's almost unbelievable. ex: "There's only ~250M south of the
border." "WHAAAAT that's crazy! Man I thought that place was
HUGE! That's waaay different then the 160billion I was
thinking....where did you find that out?" The more they feel like
they are the ones educating the better. You get the idea.

link
parent

1 reply

[–] 4841400209 1 points (+1|-0) 8.9 hours ago 

Great strategy.

link
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[–] Timmy2 1 points (+1|-0) 7.7 hours ago 
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Why refer to libtard sheep as normies? They're just today's
cultural fad designed by globalists, They'll fade away, just like the
hippies did after the 60's, The hippies did fade away, didn't they?
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[–] waterniggas 1 points (+1|-0) 8.2 hours ago 

socrates would be proud

link
parent

3 replies

[–] uvulectomy 32 points (+32|-0) 11.3 hours ago 

Black Panther was great, IMO.

Spearchucking niggers will always be hilarious, even if
they're chucking futuristic laser spears made from space
metal.
Unintentionally preaching the value of a racially
homogeneous society.
Unintentionally showing that isolationism really does work
in the best interests of your own people
Best line of the movie: "If you let the refugees in, they bring
their problems with them."
Killmonger was your textbook retarded nigger, showing how
niggers will always fuck everything up, even if you hand
them the world on a vibranium platter.
Shows that traditions and culture are in place for a reason,
and once you lose that, you stand to lose everything.
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One of the characters acts like a literal monkey, grunting like
a fucking gorilla whenever someone tries to speak. In the
comics, they actually named him "Man-Ape." I don't care
what you say, that's fucking hilarious.
Provided no end of hilarity with clips of niggers chimping
out in theaters and acting like Wakanda is a real place,
despite it being something they'll never be able to achieve.

And they get away with all these subtle red pills because it's
niggers doing it. If it were an isolated nation of whypipo, it would
have been considered the most racist film ever made. I
thoroughly enjoy laughing at the hypocrisy of all the niggers and
whatnot who think it's some "meaningful cultural experience"
instead of what it really is; a fun action movie that
(unintentionally) drops a bunch of red pills, and was a great way
to kill a couple hours.

link

[–] con77 8 points (+8|-0) 11.2 hours ago 

but, but de peermids!

link
parent

[–] crazy_eyes 1 points (+2|-1) 6.8 hours ago 

Why would you want to look at chimp outs for hours?

link
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[–] common_sense 22 points (+23|-1) 12 hours ago 
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Work in finance, not a liberal to be found. It’s great.

link

[–] llliilliilll [S] 30 points (+30|-0) 11.9 hours ago 

Sounds good. What about long noses?
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parent

[–] Jeww 15 points (+16|-1) 11.9 hours ago 

...

link
parent

1 reply

[–] Goys-R-Us 3 points (+3|-0) 11 hours ago 

What do you think? Hahaha, Noseberg can tell you.

link
parent

1 reply

[–] TGH 4 points (+4|-0) 11.7 hours ago 

Jews??? Are there jews?
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[–] NarrativeControl 4 points (+4|-0) 11.5 hours ago 

Do you even need to ask?

link
parent

1 reply

[–] TheKalergiFan 0 points (+0|-0) 3.3 hours ago 

Yeah right, maybe it's just your state.

Our fucking finance retards do finance statements based off
normal economic policies, but they are all socialists in their
"beliefs".

I tell them, why do you run your models like socialist models?
They say, it doesn't really work that way.....

link
parent

[–] SparklingWiggle 11 points (+11|-0) 11.8 hours ago 

they are quick to judge others.

The tolerant left.

link

[–] llliilliilll [S] 9 points (+9|-0) 11.6 hours ago 

The only thing the left is scared of is ostracizion.
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link
parent

[–] TestForScience 3 points (+3|-0) 11 hours ago 

I remember a clip from ‘The View’ where some hipster looking
chick came on whining about Trump, saying something about
how “he only likes Mexicans when they’re mowing his lawn” or
something like that. 
One of the hosts disagreed with her or didn’t approve of how she
phrased Mexicans and she freaked the fuck out genuinely
shouting, “No! No! Come on, no!” 
She couldn’t articulate words - she was stupified at the thought
of saying something they may even slightly disagree with.

link
parent

1 reply

[–] TGH 8 points (+8|-0) 11.7 hours ago 

Think of how easy the world will be to conquer for your strong
healthy moral and 'woke children? I am training mine TODAY for
the new world so they will be ready and can build something of
thier own.

link

[–] metricisokay 6 points (+6|-0) 11.5 hours ago 

What’s interesting to me is they are quick to judge others.
Quick to cast out people they don’t feel fit. Easy to
manipulate. They all move as a flock.
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The only way out of this death cycle is if they want out. Being a
lefty is exceedingly easy and most people are simple enough
that it's all they can handle. The quickest way to force someone
out of it is if they are kicked out for having one wrong opinion.
So the best thing you can do for them is plant very very basic
simple seeds of doubt about anything left wing.

Something they will eventually ask someone else about in
confidence and find themselves on their ass. The left's greatest
weakness is how quick they are to judge and condemn others.
Use that against them.

It's the best you can do.

link

[–] Wapchinkqk 6 points (+6|-0) 11.6 hours ago 

Worked retail. All my coworkers were degenerate drug addicts.

Suprisngly enough most of the guys were still either redpilled or
pillable (when you're depressed as shit anything to blame the
misery in the world on is like candy) one had a sister turned
transformer who dispised what used to be his sibling. I could
openly joke about how we need to shoot all the politicians and
bankers. The other guys would laugh then look at me like
"alright bruh when we doing it?"

The stoned revolution may very well come before the alt-right
nuts up.
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[–] Grunge 2 points (+2|-0) 11.1 hours ago  (edited 11.1 hours
ago)

I only worked retail for a few months and hated the job but the
co-workers were alright. We'd go play football after work
sometimes. The managers were alright but the assistant
managers were little faggots. That was over a decade ago
though, shit wasn't clown world exactly.

link
parent

[–] petevoat 4 points (+4|-0) 11.5 hours ago 

They seem to not be rooted in reality. They seem to be living as if
the movie can be real for them in the future.

That's my observation anyway.

link

[–] TheWorstImaginable 3 points (+3|-0) 10.9 hours ago 

I fart among liberals.

link

[–] AChinkInTheArmour 2 points (+2|-0) 10.4 hours ago 

Stop giving birth to more liberals, damnit!

link
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[–] ArielQflip -1 points (+0|-1) 10.8 hours ago 
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That's sad and stupid.
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[–] TheWorstImaginable 2 points (+2|-0) 10.7 hours ago 

aw :(

link
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[–] Hand_of_Node 1 points (+1|-0) 8.6 hours ago 

How long do you hold them?

link
parent

[–] Wazhappenin1 3 points (+3|-0) 12 hours ago 

Sounds tough. I really cant imagine it. Perhaps you can update
those, like myself, that stay as far away from that culture a
possible, with some stories or whats trending. I dont even know
what the Endgame2 is or funko pops!

There is almost no point in even attempting to red pill them. it
would be like feeding steak to gerbels.

link

[–] llliilliilll [S] 1 points (+1|-0) 12 hours ago 

The movie has Ironman and josh brolin as a cgi bad guy
collecting power stones or something to have ultimate power
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over the universe.

Funko pops are essentially wastes of plastic bobbleheads of pop
culture icons. Star Wars, Marvel, DC etc.

As far as pulling these folk, I’ll be lucky with 2.

link
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[–] ANannyMouse 2 points (+2|-0) 10.1 hours ago 

As far as I know, they don't even fucking bobble. Clown world
indeed.

link
parent

[–] Blompf 2 points (+2|-0) 11 hours ago 

The easiest way to disconnect them is to manipulate the mob
into targeting them. When they realize how quick their fellows
are to turn on them, it forces personal change and responsibility.

link

[–] FightingTheDarkArts 2 points (+2|-0) 11.1 hours ago 

It's literally junior high school except you can't beat the fuck out
of anyone or even tell anyone to 'fuck off.' I will say that at least
in retail you stay busy(hopefully). Sounds like you are mastering
the art of swimming with the shit weasels well enough. That
should be your goal, not changing anyone.
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The way and only way I've reached anyone is to lift, date be as
good of a dad as I can be, make all the money I can and just live
by example. If they want to have a few beers and shoot at a few
targets in the archery group, that's usually a good way to start
them out. If one seems decent then get them lifting with you.
Don't show your hand. Don't let them know anything. You can
drop some dimes after you've hung out with someone or built
up some trust but be very careful.

Don't worry about 'saving' any of these people. Most of them are
lost in every fucking way imaginable and their lives will only get
worse as they get older and they will only get more self
destructive and outwardly destructive as they get older. If you
find one or two you can trust to be decent references or grab a
beer with then that's something nice but forget this idea of
converting any of these assholes. You'll just end up making work
life tough on yourself and it will cause financial difficulties. These
people live to get into cat fights.

link

[–] con77 2 points (+2|-0) 11.2 hours ago 

quick to judge. A very unattractive trait

link

[–] CatsControlTheEU 2 points (+2|-0) 12 hours ago  (edited 12
hours ago)

What is a funko pop? I went on a 'funko' site and they have a lot
of stuff not one item so I'm confused here.

link
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[–] unlimitedrulebook 6 points (+6|-0) 11.6 hours ago  (edited
11.6 hours ago)

In short: Small ugly blockhead chibi figures.

link
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[–] gazillions 3 points (+3|-0) 11.3 hours ago 

Toys for adults that have no business playing with toys unless
they are retarded. Refusing to grow up is a hallmark of leftism;
that's why they believe the government should be in charge of
what people can and can't say, think, or believe.

link
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[–] llliilliilll [S] 3 points (+3|-0) 12 hours ago 

They are sorts of plastic crap formed into bobble heads of pop
culture stuff like “Star Wars.” Soys hang on the net and mash F5
during a sale to secure certain ones. The line up of pop culture
references is huge.

link
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[–] CatsControlTheEU 4 points (+4|-0) 12 hours ago 

Anything to distract themselves right? Reminds me of those
fidget spinner retard things that got popular.

link
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parent

5 replies

[–] Glipglup 2 points (+2|-0) 11.4 hours ago  (edited 11.4 hours
ago)

A toy fad intended for 14 year old children that was picked up by
the 23-37 year old soyboy numale crowd.

link
parent

[–] new2asatru 1 points (+1|-0) 4.7 hours ago 

You work at NSA?

link

[–] HoneyTrap1488 1 points (+1|-0) 5.2 hours ago 

Facebook does A/B testing to make their platform more and
more addictive and insidious over time. Media kikes do studies
to determine what the human subconscious responds to and
how to bypass the rational part of the brain to appeal to the
more primal part. It's all designed to pray on weaknesses of the
human psyche and corrupt their thought patterns to align with
(((special interests))).

I occasionally watch clips just to remind myself why I don't watch
this kind of filth, but sitting through hours of it is bound to turn
your brain to mush.

The only solution is Endlösung der Judenfrage.
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link

[–] brytta 1 points (+1|-0) 7.8 hours ago 

Blue haired women
Funko pops
40 year olds who are obsessed with Avengers and Marvel

I work in tech as well. Hopefully it gets better for you!

link

[–] InClownWorldSellPnut 1 points (+1|-0) 9.6 hours ago 

Yeah I feel ya man, I went to a shitlib college over a decade ago
and all my old friends are bugmen. Live in a blue state,
surrounded by NPCs everywhere. Work is like a double dare
episode from the 90's where you have to keep the spaghetti
from spilling everywhere at all costs.

link

[–] Zoldam 1 points (+1|-0) 9.6 hours ago  (edited 9.6 hours ago)

Didn't see nigger panther.

Didn't see Marvel Endgame 2 or whatever.

What the fuck is a Funko pop?

Blowing 60$ (or w/e retarded price it has reached) on a game to
show it off and not even enjoy it? (Not like the majority of AAA
games are enjoyable these days anyway).
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I don't own a Netflix sub. I did back when it was mail orders and
the earlier streaming days, but I lost interest in movies and TV.
Plus from what I understand all their originals are Marxist filth.

Sorry you have to deal with those people.

link

[–] Tubesbestnoob 1 points (+1|-0) 10.3 hours ago  (edited 10.3
hours ago)

I find with those types, speaking about history in an educated
fashion will trigger submissive listening tendencies.
Demonstrating expertise on Western art, architecture, literature,
and classical music lulls them into a state of deference to a
knowledgeable speaker likely due to the college indoctrination
they received.

It serves as a soft red pill. They end up learning to admire their
history and reflect on the greatness of Western civ by someone
who isn't trying to shovel white male hate down their throats.

link

[–] WORF_MOTORBOATS_TROI 1 points (+1|-0) 10.9 hours ago 

If you work in retail it shouldn't be a surprise that your
coworkers are brainwashed consumer whores. Their whole life is
consumerism.

link

[–] Windmill_of_Peace 1 points (+1|-0) 11.1 hours ago  (edited
11.1 hours ago)
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Bread and circuses, especially circuses. Fucking clown world
indeed.

link

[–] WrongThunk 1 points (+1|-0) 11.1 hours ago 

I once worked in the belly of the beast for several years. Good
luck faggot, you're going to need it. Just get out before they push
you too far, or before you change and let your morality and
honor slip.

link

[–] Sometimesineedhelp 1 points (+1|-0) 11.2 hours ago 

You in Seattle?

link

[–] Delacourt 1 points (+1|-0) 11.2 hours ago 

My goal is to disconnect people. It’s hard to do when they
will realize that all pop culture, all they hold dear, is nothing
but a facade meant for control. Meant to placate.

Good goal. Disconnect them from superficial pop culture and
reconnect them with the world around them.

link

[–] llliilliilll [S] 2 points (+2|-0) 11.1 hours ago 

That’s the hard part. They want to be “in” so bad that being an
outcast is worse than death. :Seriously some do believe this.: Its
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a sad time when having your own belief versus being a fan of a
show dictates your social position

link
parent

[–] Delacourt 2 points (+2|-0) 10.9 hours ago 

This is why creating a grassroots traditionalist culture is so
important. Everyone wants to be part of a group, it's basic
human nature. Pop-culture addicts can't give it up until they
realize a better, viable alternative is available.

link
parent

[–] VeryOffended 1 points (+1|-0) 11.4 hours ago 

Welcome to New York Citayyy!! Or downstate NY in general as
I've lived in Manhattan and on Long Island. I feel your pain.
Maybe it's not fair, but one on one interactions are the greatest.
Ask a logical question and look at their faces.

link

[–] Glipglup 1 points (+1|-0) 11.5 hours ago 

It could be worse, you could be stuck with niggers.

From experience, I'd much much rather be stuck with white SJWs
than a bunch if shitskins.

link

[–] llliilliilll [S] 1 points (+1|-0) 11.4 hours ago 
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They will say, I didn’t wanna call the cops do x violation a darkly
is making because “how cops treat black folks.” Fuck them.

link
parent

[–] Glipglup 0 points (+0|-0) 11.4 hours ago 

Poke holes in their arguments and get some laughs for yourself
at least.

link
parent

[–] ArielQflip 1 points (+1|-0) 11.5 hours ago 

Never saw Black Panther... Should I?

link

[–] Fagtardicus 0 points (+0|-0) 11 hours ago 

you sound like you already have your mind made up

link
parent

[–] ArielQflip 0 points (+0|-0) 10.9 hours ago 

Actually no. Most crap in Hollywood is crap. Is there a black
rising I should see?

link
parent
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[–] llliilliilll [S] 0 points (+1|-1) 11.4 hours ago 

It’s a good test. You like it? You’re full of soy. (Liberal approved
answer.) Ya don’t? Well you’re a racist piece of shit so you need to
support reparations to a black pop culture icon to fit in. Buy
plastic figures of this idol to ensure safe passage. You are safe til
the next purge.

link
parent

[–] ArielQflip 0 points (+0|-0) 10.9 hours ago 

It's propaganda!

link
parent

[–] ArielQflip 0 points (+0|-0) 11.3 hours ago 

Dam. Ugh! 😨💩

link
parent

[–] calfahul 0 points (+0|-0) 2 seconds ago 

Good to hear about other goats hiding their power levels while
trapped on liberal NPC island. There are a lot more of us than we
or they realize. It's important to (gradually, while staying safe) try
to crack the shells of coworkers who are receptive to small bits of
subtle redpilling.

link
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[–] Reddit_traitor 0 points (+0|-0) 9 minutes ago 

sounds like you work at target. run if you do.

link

[–] Shizy 0 points (+0|-0) 34 minutes ago 

All I can say is, I'm sorry! Stay strong and get out of that job as
soon as you can!

link

[–] kevf4 0 points (+0|-0) 2.3 hours ago 

I don't hide it and tell them I voted for Trump. When they
whisper about politics they are sure not to include me (thank
God). Most liberals are easily unhinged and this can be used to
your advantage at work if you just keep your cool. Slowly show
them their mistakes and remind them that Isreal is not our
friend.

link

[–] wwwwww 0 points (+0|-0) 3.7 hours ago 

Oh they know at my faggot ass kitchen I will red pill you with
kindness and facts.

link

[–] watitdew 0 points (+0|-0) 3.6 hours ago 

Kitches, heh. HR nightmare.
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link
parent

[–] wwwwww 0 points (+0|-0) 3.5 hours ago 

Legit

link
parent

1 reply

[–] Vhaine 0 points (+0|-0) 3.9 hours ago 

Stop working at gamestop and hot topic.

link

[–] StudSupreme 0 points (+0|-0) 8.7 hours ago 

OP, You're not dealing with real, whole people. It sounds like 99%
of them are millenials. They're not humans. They're slightly
animated mannequins.

link

[–] Intrixina 0 points (+0|-0) 9.5 hours ago  (edited 9.4 hours ago)

What an absolute shit show. Watch your arse.

The only way to deal with Cluster B's, especially if there are a lot
of them - is to get the fuck out of there. If you try to engage, or
even to sidestep things - eventually you will face a moment of
weakness (be that something has happened in your outside-
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work life, or similar) and they will prey on you like a shark does
when there's blood in the water.

The alternative is to go all Socratic on them and lead them down
the pink-red-crimson pill path - though this really only works
when its 1v1 or maybe 2v1. The idea is for them to redpill
themselves, but with leftists you need to take tiny steps to do so,
otherwise they get the 404-error deer in the headlights blank
stare, or they will shut the conversation down entirely.

link

[–] Adminstrater 0 points (+0|-0) 9.9 hours ago 

It's hard to get people to ween themselves off their addicting to
pop culture. But it is possible, all you have to do is pose the right
questions that make people curious enough to dig and find
something they didn't expect, which causes them to dig some
more... etc...

It really is a vicious cycle... I will let you know when I stop
digging.

link

[–] GeneralDisposition 0 points (+0|-0) 10.3 hours ago 

Imagine a world where people are one, united in their beliefs,
there is no pain, no strong desires. This world functions
perfectly, every day is the same as the last. This is the focus of
our episode tonight called, the walking liberal. On.. The twilight
zone.

link
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[–] RM-Goetbbels 0 points (+0|-0) 10.7 hours ago 

that all pop culture, all they hold dear, is nothing but a
facade meant for control. Meant to placate.

BRAVO. clap clap clap

link

[–] 83855 0 points (+0|-0) 10.8 hours ago 

"....the shadow of the valley of death..."

link

[–] postagency 0 points (+0|-0) 11.1 hours ago 

get a new job.

put your efforts towards people who share your politics,
otherwise you are subsidizing commies.

fuck them

link

[–] Maersk 0 points (+0|-0) 11.3 hours ago 

I live in a sanctuary area so I get it. But, you are all over the place
when it comes to your thoughts. Boomers and Turd Blossoms
are definitely the problem. Telling a boomer that agrees with you
that boomers are the problem has been my new thing. They will
repeat it

link
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[–] green_man 0 points (+0|-0) 11.6 hours ago 

I love Black Panther as well, not for the reasons they do though.
A bunch of grunting niggers wielding spears is fucking hilarious
to me.

link
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